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¡FELIZ A¡FELIZ A¡FELIZ AÑO NUEVO!ÑO NUEVO!ÑO NUEVO!   

As we begin 2014, let Círculo Hispánico share with 

you some New Year traditions in Spain and Latin 

America: 

1.) Eating twelve grapes as the clock strikes 

twelve: Similar to the Chinese tradition of having 

round fruits for good luck, Spanish-speaking coun-

tries like Cuba and Spain eat twelve grapes for 

good luck, each grape symbolizing a month of the 

incoming year.  

2.) Wearing the right color of underwear: The His-

panic world has this tradition of wearing colored 

underwear for when the new year arrives - people 

say that the color of your underwear may predict 

how the new year will be. For example, red is be-

lieved to be for love, yellow for good luck, and 

black for bad luck. In Spain, they traditionally 

wear red underwear, and what is more interesting 

is that the underwear has to be given by somebody 

and not just bought by oneself for oneself. In Brazil 

however, white is considered the lucky color.  

 

 

3.)Goodies-filled cake: In Spain, it is customary for 

families to prepare a cake with twelve rings. They be-

lieve that round-shaped things bring good luck. Also, 

they put goodies in the cake while cooking it, and get-

ting a slice with goodies in it assures one's good for-

tune for the incoming year.  

4.) Sweeping the home: In Latin American countries, 

they sweep the home during the new year to assure 

that old things (or old messes) will be gone along with 

the departure of the previous year and their houses be 

open to new things as the new year arrives. 

5.) Using fireworks to burn an effigy: In some coun-

tries, an effigy called the "Año Nuevo" (literally 'new 

year') is created and set afire with fireworks as soon as 

midnight strikes so that bad luck will go away. 

Apart from these of course are the usual traditions of 

eating, drinking, and dancing through the night. 

We hope that your New Year has been wonderful! 
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For more info, please visit UPCH FB page: 

https://www.facebook.com/upcirculohispanico 
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Toma chicha que es de Soacha le dijo el trucho a la trucha, pero no te embuches mucho porque la chicha emborracha.  

TRABALENGUASTRABALENGUAS  

¿Sabías que…?¿Sabías que…?¿Sabías que…?   

According to a survey, 

the most beautiful  

Spanish word is  

“Querétaro”  
Source: http://spanish.about.com/

b/2011/06/20/la-palabra-ms-bella.htm 


